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This issue of CryptoBytes concerns the security “electronic voting,” a timely topic in this 
election year. Many voters wonder if electronic voting is really secure, or can be made secure.
The advisability of voter-verified paper ballots is a hot topic of debate and experimentation;
the appropriate use of cryptography is a mystery to many, and the potential utility of crypto-
graphic receipts is just beginning to be explored. These three articles provide an introduction
to these topics, and more. I’m sure that you’ll find this issue of CryptoBytes highly stimulat-
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I. Electronic Voting Systems—Is Brazil Ahead of its Time?
Pedro A.D. Rezende

A B S T R A C T

The first article, by Professor Pedro Rezende of the University of Brasilia, describes the political
context for the introduction of voter-verifiable paper ballots to their DRE (direct-record electron-
ic, or touch-screen) voting machines for their 2002 elections. Rezende argues that many of the
criticisms levelled against voter-verifiable paper ballots, such as the criticism that voter-verifiable
paper ballots favor vote-selling, are just plain wrong. 

II. Misassessment of Security in Computer-Based Election Systems

Douglas W. Jones

A B S T R A C T

The second article, by Professor Douglas Jones of the University of Iowa, critiques what appears
to be the current state-of-the-art in the application of cryptography to voting systems. He argues
that not only are cryptographic security mechanisms frequently missing or misapplied by voting
system designers, but that the voting system evaluation process is clearly flawed, based on the avail-
able evidence regarding the use of cryptography in current voting systems. 

III. Secret Ballot Receipts: True Voter-Verifiable Elections

David Chaum

A B S T R A C T

The final article, by David Chaum, describes his proposal for “secret-ballot receipts,” where the
voter is given a “receipt” for his cast ballot in the form of an encryption of the voter’s choices. A
clever procedure, involving “visual cryptography,” provides assurance to the voter that his receipt is
indeed an encryption of the voter’s choices, and not of something else. 
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Electronic Voting Systems
Is Brazil ahead of its time?

Pedro A. D. Rezende
Department of Computer Science - University of Brasilia

Abstract

We describe the limited deployment of verifiable vot-
ing electronic mechanisms in Brazil, along with the
corresponding political and public reactions. In partic-
ular, we discuss how the use of such voting machines
may be impacted by a long-held Brazilian tradition of
corruption and electoral fraud. Our observations may
prove valuable in the context that systems similar to
that in Brazil are under consideration in several other
countries with similar political climates.

1 Introduction

In May 2001, the president of the Brazilian Senate
publicly admitted to spying on secret voting on the
Senate floor [1] using an allegedly intentional back
door in the electronic voting system used in senate.
The resulting scandal – fueled by the fact that pub-
lic elections are conducted using similar electronic de-
vices – resulted in his resignation. It also set the cli-
mate for the approval of legislation requiring such de-
vices to be made voter-verifiable (or vv), meaning that
the voter can check that his vote was received and tal-
lied [2]. This was done by the addition of a printer
to the voting machines, which are known as Direct
Recording Electronic (or DRE) machines. After the
voter has input his choices, these would be printed on
a slip of paper, and shown to the voter. In order not

to simplify vote selling, this slip of paper is not given
to the voter, but displayed behind a window. After the
voter has approved the vote, it is counted, and the slip
of paper transferred to a sealed bag.

The most prominent shortcoming of current DRE
voting machines that lack printers is their inability to
allow for recounts, as they do not not record individ-
ual votes, but only the sums per candidate per precinct.
Therefore, apart from allowing the voter to verify that
his vote was correctly received, the vv system would
have the additional feature of allowing recounts using
the paper slips. Recounts would allow for the detec-
tion of potential errors in precinct sums caused by ma-
licious tweaking with the software; such modifications
would otherwise not be detectable, given the ineffec-
tive auditing of the DRE software.

Sadly, Brazil has had a pattern of electoral fraud,
and many political careers have benefited from being
able to manipulate ballot boxes [7]. With its current
electronic system and electoral process, fraud can be
done invisibly by insiders and, while the system is
generally believed to be secure, unsuspectedly as well.
And even more sadly, general naiveness with technol-
ogy may be contributing to harden that pattern. A cur-
rent indication of such hardening can be traced to the
well-respected Gallup Institute. Gallup performs polls
worldwide, including election polls – but not election
polls in Brazil. Huge disparities between competing
polls, and between final polls and outcomes from an
opaque electoral system believed to be reliable, may
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explain: It is not beneficial to let one’s reputation of
being a reliable poller be muddied by notable, intrigu-
ing disparities. Note that if an unsuspected insider
scheme to defraud an election ensues, or a set of them
competes, scientific polls become unscientific if not
aligned with the winning shceme.

With this in mind, it is not surprising that the vv sys-
tem was met with fierce political resistance. While the
vv system admittedly has technical shortcomings, it
has been demonized and criticized beyond what many
consider reasonable, often for reasons that are based
on misconceptions, supported by administrative deci-
sions appearing to be made to taint the image of vv
in the eyes of the public. In the following, we will
describe the vv system, its shortcomings and the crit-
icism it has drawn. We will also describe and briefly
analyze alternatives that have been proposed by its
critics.

2 Voter Verifiable DREs

As mentioned, the vv system is based on adding a
printer to each DRE machine, allowing the voter to
inspect his vote before approving it and having it
counted. The approved votes are entered into a sealed
container (a plastic bag), allowing for later recounts.

What if the voter does not accept the printed vote?
If a voter finds that he has entered the incorrect choices
after seeing the printed paper slip, he may cancel the
vote and start over again. Similarly, if a voter claims
that the information on the screen diverges from the
information on the slip (or either is different from the
selection he made) then he can request that his vote
be canceled and votes again. If the alleged mismatch
persists, the entire precinct has to switch, from then
on, to performing manual voting.

This way to deal with potential inconsistencies has,
on one hand, been demanded by critics who later held
it as an inherent inconsistency of electronic systems
forced to turn voter-verifiable, while, on the other
hand, exposed a peculiar double standard: before the
vv measure, if the voter repeatedly complained of mis-
match between the information keyed in and the infor-
mation on the screen (whether this occurred or not),
then he would have to accept whatever the screen says
or give up his right to cast a vote. The justification
was that since vote is secret, no one was allowed to
verify his claim and/or suspend the use of the equip-
ment upon such claim. Printer-screen inconsistencies
are thus feared as a much wilder beast than keyboard-
screen inconsistencies.

Do the printed slips favor vote selling? In a mis-
informed attempt to ban the use of the vv system, it
was even argued in Congress that its use is dangerous
in that it allows a voter to take the printed receipt of
his vote to the candidate to whom he wishes to sell his
vote [17, 18]. This is clearly not the case, since the
voter never obtains the printed slip, but only gets to
see it behind a window.

The irony here is that a simple way to sell votes re-
mains, with or without the use of vv. Since the DRE
voting software displays the name and a picture of the
chosen candidate before the voter confirms his choice
for that vote, and since this picture is from a file pro-
vided by the candidate to official authorities in charge
of setting up the software, we have that a candidate
could later show a voter a collection of different pic-
tures of him or herself, one of which is identical to
the one given to the electoral officials. This way, the
candidate could pay voters able to pinpoint the correct
picture. A savvy voter could, of course, select the can-
didate and then cancel his vote, thereby being able to
recognize the picture without voting correspondingly
– most voters, however, are not likely to do this.
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Do the added printers cause difficulties? Before
being banned, the vv measure was the subject of a
“compromise” [3]. Given the public outcry from the
earlier senatorial scandal, the vv system was to be em-
ployed, ”on a trial basis”, in 3% of the precincts in the
October 2002 election in which Brazilians voted for
president, state governor, two Senate and two House
seats [4]. Interestingly, media attention after the elec-
tion was not focused on analysis of the results of the
election, not even on some strange mishaps, such as a
momentary drop in the partial total of votes officially
tallied for a presidential candidate, from over one mil-
lion to minus forty one thousand [5, 6]. Rather, it cov-
ered the long lines at polling places, which were worse
in those with vv add-on printers. Nevertheless, the
likely reasons for these additional delays were never
mentioned [8].

Among these reasons, we have that the election of-
ficials in charge of setting up the machines were not
instructed to remove a “security” seal blocking the
exit path of the slips of paper from the small add-on
printer before sealing the bag onto it. As a result, the
seal (which was explicitly specified in the printer sup-
plier’s contract) caused the printers to jam. Another
reason is that voters were not told about the need to
push the confirm key twice to have his vote approved
and have the slip cut from the reel and moved to the
sealed bag. Failing to do so caused the voting ma-
chines to time out after two minutes, requiring them to
be reset using a tortuous menu path, and requiring the
precinct official to enter a password. A third reason is
that the number of voters registered by the electoral
administration to vote at most vv-enabled precincts
was increased beyond historic top levels. As a result
of the “bad experience” with the vv system, Congress
quickly voted, one year after this ”trial”, not to use it
in future elections [10].

Were the auditing features employed? After the
compromise allowing the ”trial” of the vv measure in
3% of precincts, and before the 2002 election run-

ning it, there were several warnings by high-ranking
officials from the electoral administration of the risks
posed by such a mechanism for vote paper audit. Its
functionality – to provide voter verifiability – was
deemed as an “unnecessary” and “stupid” security
measure which could taint the success of an other-
wise flawless election [9]. Given the very tight mar-
gins (less than 0.2%) of one state gubernatorial run-
off election, one for which pre-vote polls yelded up to
8% discrepancy, the losing candidate, relying on the
“trial”, appealed for a manual recount of the votes of
the vv-enabled precincts. His appeal was dismissed by
the local electoral tribunal, headed by an early critic of
the vv measure [9], on the grounds that a manual re-
count from a non-mandatory mechanism “could put
under suspicion [the electronic] elections nationwide”
[11]. After all, they would argue, no one has yet been
able to prove there have been any fraud in electronic
votings in Brazil. The main question remaining: is
no one able to prove fraud because the system is se-
cure, or is the system secure because no one can prove
fraud? In other words, secure for whom and against
what? For layman voters against fraud, or for dishon-
est insiders against recounts?

3 Alternatives

Three alternatives to the vv measure has been brought
forward by its critics. We will briefly describe these,
along with their relative weaknesses.

Alternative 1: Parallel voting. The first alternative
is called parallel voting; under this proposal, a sample
of the voting machines that are to be used are replaced
by backups, and a test is run on that sample during
election hours. The test consists of running a “simu-
lated election”, in which a group of electoral officials
enter votes on the selected machines as if they were
individual voters, to verify that they operate correctly.
This is done by checking that the machine output is
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correctly generated for the votes cast by the officials,
at the end of the voting period. The final simulated
tally is then compared to the expected tally, this one
run by anyone following the test. Any discrepancy can
be detected, since the choices for the simulated votes
are drawn and publicly known.

The main weakness of this proposal is that the con-
ditions set up for the simulation would differ signifi-
acntly from the “real” conditions. Most notably, given
the complexity of the routines for entering a simulated
vote [13], this task is made much more time consum-
ing than at the standard vote (as described in [15]).
Therefore, if the DRE is controlled by a malicious
piece of software, the test situation can then be de-
tected and the DRE’s behavior affected. Note that al-
though the times to key in different choices for a vote
are indistinguishable, it is highly unlikely, in a real
vote situation, that the votes be cast at the very low rate
which is possible at simutation. Therefore, the soft-
ware of the DRE can determine, from the number of
votes entered by the end of the voting period, whether
to run the correct tallying (if a test was detected) or
to “cook the books” (if a real-election situation was
detected) before it outputs.

Alternative 2: Software auditing. This naturally
brings us to the second proposal, which is to have the
software purported to run on the DREs audited for cor-
rectness. Given the complexity of the software used
and the difficulty of establishing exactly what a piece
of software does (as evidenced by the continuous use
of bloated commercial general purpose software), this
is not likely to be a meaningful solution.

To make it worse, inspecting the system’s code has
proven to be a charade, with repeated promises – and
rulings – to “open all the code” failing to material-
ize at the last moment, election after election [13, 14].
Even though auditing of the complete source code is
required by law since 1997, only parts of such code
has been offered for inspection. This is in spite of

the most rigid non-disclosure agreement possible, al-
legedly due to “copyright protection issues”. More-
over, even if this were not the case, practical circum-
stances come in the way of making this alternative a
satisfactory solution. For one thing, there has been no
way offered (or permitted) to verify that the audited
code is the same as that which is used on election
day, making such “code audit” a silly exercise. Be-
sides the code of operating systems not having been
included, the time and conditions allotted for inspec-
tion has been very far from sufficient, making it clear
that this alternative is unconvincing except as a public
relations stunt.

Alternative 3: Cryptography. A third and latest
proposal has been to use additional electronics and/or
software to generate and verify digital signatures on
various portions of source and executable code, so that
interested parties can verify that these are the compo-
nents which are later compiled and used. The resulting
executable, along with further signatures and verifica-
tion software, would then be deployed to the hardware
constituting the 450,000 DRE machines typically used
in an election. During or after the deployment pro-
cess local supervisors could then verify their party’s
signature on appropriate files – using the verification
software deployed within the DRE software [14].

However, if the verification software is tweaked be-
fore deployment so as to not report errors, nothing
would be gained by running it. Furthermore, even if
the deployed verification software is working prop-
erly, the DRE’s operating system could have been
tweaked to defeat its intended objective, namely by
presenting the original file to the verification software,
to later replace it by a hidden and rigged version. That
is to say, the operating system (which was left out of
the inspection set up by Alternative 2, as the reader
may recall) can shelter code designed to override any
of the security measures intended to be taken by this
approach. In other words, if the short-circuited na-
ture of this verification would not be enough to in-
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validate alternative 3, the software to be verified has
always included binaries untraceable by the ‘auditing’
permitted by alternative 2, yielding a cumulative pro-
cess without any basis of trust on which to build.

At this point it is worth noticing the difficulty of
tracing the origin of the money spent to develop and
deploy such DRE system, let alone the possible strings
that may come attached. Interested parties have not
been able to either validate the workings of deployed
DRE machines, nor have they been allowed to inspect
contracts in due time. Some of these contracts have
never been made public beyond their summary or first
outsourcing link, despite being deemed public. The
electoral administration was constitutionally set out
in a way as to be its own judge, and the vast major-
ity of voters and officials seem satisfied not only with
such concentration of power, but also with the belief
that technology works as panacea for negative human
traits.

What are the benefits of these alternatives? The
vulnerabilities of the three alternatives have been
pointed out repeatedly to officials by various security
experts. This leaves us with the question of whether
the political support for these alternatives – and the
resistance to the more straightforward vv approach –
is grounded in incompetence or malice. We shall not
attempt to address this question here.

4 Conclusion

Is Brazil, after all, ahead of its time regarding voting
technology? Maybe.

It is understandable that voter verifiability measures
tend to increase both the complexity of the system and
the risk of malicious interference by individuals and
organizations with rights to supervise election proce-
dures. If not to affect the results, the risk tends to at

least cast doubt on the result, something a sore loser
may consider. This, however, should not be taken
as reason to discard such measures from the outset.
Rather, it shall be held as motivation to better research
e-voting systems, given that verifiability is a technical
price to pay for automation. Brazil’s pioneer experi-
ence with e-voting evidences the flawed nature of sim-
plistic reasoning, while giving plenty of indications
that election security is a matter of balancing risks,
conveniences and responsibilities.

News reports indicate that Paraguay, Argentina,
Mexico, and other countries where corruption and
election fraud are not just abstract concepts, may soon
borrow or rent Brazil’s system. In the United States,
serious debate on the convenience and possible effects
of legal measures enforcing voter verifiability in elec-
tronic systems is under way. We thus may soon see
a number of countries facing the same questions that
Brazil has been led to face over the last few years.
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Abstract

When today’s computer-based election systems use
cryptographic technology, it is more likely to serve
a cosmetic purpose, providing an illusion of security,
than it is to actually secure anything. Example abuses
range from simple “fairy dust” applications of cryp-
tography to confusing encryption with authentication,
encrypting the wrong data, poor key management, and
related problems such as failure to understand the dif-
ference between random and pseudorandom. These
demonstrate serious weaknesses not only among vot-
ing system vendors, but also in independent testing
labs, security consultants, and government.

1 Introduction

When an election is conducted in a small group by
a show of hands, security is not an issue. Everyone
present can observe the entire process and determine
the result for themselves. Security becomes an issue
when the number of participants grows to the point
that the voters cannot all vote in the same room, and
it becomes an issue when secret ballots are introduced
in order to protect the rights of voters who oppose the
powerful or hold unpopular opinions.

When elections are distributed between many loca-
tions, we must secure the conveyance of data between
these locations, not so much because of the possibility
of eavesdropping, but because we need to assure our-
selves that it is authentic. In fact, almost all of the data
we are interested in conveying is public. The ballot
layout is usually published weeks before the election
and the totals from the precinct are usually posted in
public when the polls close. The only actual secrets
included with this data are authentication keys being
distributed for later use.

Unfortunately, these elementary facts appear to be
lost on many voting system developers, evaluators and
customers. The following examples illustrate this.

2 Fairy Dust

In the summer of 1996, a subcontractor working for
Wyle Laboratories of Huntsville, Alabama evaluated
the software of the Electronic Ballot Station, an in-
novative new voting system made by I-Mark Systems
of Omaha Nebraska. In the review of this software,
the subccontractor reported that this was the best vot-
ing system software they had ever seen, and they were
particularly impressed by its security and its use of
DES [1].
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This system was brought before the Iowa Board of
Examiners for Voting Machines and Electronic Vot-
ing Systems on November 6, 1997 by Global Election
Systems of McKinney Texas, which had renamed the
system the AccuTouch EBS 100. At that examination,
it quickly became apparent that the use of DES in this
system was quite naive. The question that exposed
this was simple: Given that DES is a symmetric key
cypher, the security of the system depends crucially on
how the key management and distribution problems
are solved. So, how are they solved?

The answer from Global was disappointing but dif-
ficult to draw out: There was no key management or
key distribution problem because there was only one
key and it was hard coded into every copy of the sys-
tem. In a prototype system, as a place-holder for fu-
ture development, such a scheme might be appropri-
ate, but such a primitive scheme should never have
come to market. Unfortunately, this primitive secu-
rity system remained in use until 2003, by which time,
Diebold had purchased Global Election Systems [2].

Here, it is clear that cryptography was used as fairy
dust. It was sufficient to fool the examiner for Wyle
Labs into believing that the system was secure, where
a more able examiner would have admitted an inabil-
ity to evaluate the system’s security instead of being
impressed by a thin veneer of cryptography.

3 Incorrect use of Cryptography

What did the I-Mark system encrypt? As it turns out,
encryption was used to guard the contents of the elec-
tronic ballot box during transfer from the electronic
ballot station to the centralized election management
system. This raises a second issue: This information is
not secret. The best practice when closing the polls at
a polling place is to print and post in public a copy of
the election totals for that polling place before trans-
fer of the electronic record to the election management

system. This allows observers to verify that the data
eventually published for that polling place matches the
data disclosed before transmission.

If the data is already public, encryption must serve
some other purpose. In this case, the intent is clearly
to offer some degree of authentication. Unfortunately,
simple encryption offers no authentication at all un-
less there is some redundant structure to the encrypted
data. A compactly encoded binary file of election re-
sults would offer little assurance in this regard.

I-Mark, Global and Diebold were not alone in mak-
ing this error. In the fall of 2003, the state of Ohio con-
tracted with Compuware Corporation to evaluate four
of the direct-recording electronic voting systems then
on the market [3]. The Compuware report noted that
the Election Systems and Software iVotronic system
made no use of cryptography in data transfers from
the voting machine to the election management sys-
tem, it recommended that strong encryption be used,
but it did not mention the need for authentication.

In fact, there is authentication in several of these
voting systems, but it is accidental and weak. In the
case of the Optech Eagle, sold by both Sequoia and
Election Systems and Software, the data returned to
the election management system includes the time at
which the system was prepped for the election, and
this is checked on receipt. While the time at which
a system was prepped for the election is no secret,
obtaining this information to the full precision of the
hardware clock is difficult, so it represents a useful if
weak authentication token, defending against forgery
but not man-in-the-middle attacks [4].

4 How Strong is Strong Enough?

When the I-Mark/Global/Diebold AccuTouch system
came under widespread public criticism in 2003,
many considered the use of DES to be a significant
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weakness [2]. This encryption standard, with only
a 56-bit key, was never seen as very secure; designs
for a brute-force DES cracker had been published in
1998 [5], and successful attacks were demonstrated
shortly after that.

The use of cryptographically secure authentication
to protect transmission of election data from precincts
to election management systems is a specialized con-
text, in which the basic assumptions under which DES
was cracked may not apply. There are two ways in
which an adversary may attack this transmission path
in a voting system:

First, the adversary may attempt a man-in-the-
middle attack, trying to crack the authentication, edit
the vote totals and forge new authentication data for
the edited totals. In jurisdictions where polling places
transmit totals by public networks, for example, by
telephone, there is usually a fairly short window dur-
ing which the data must be transmitted, on the order
of an hour. If data is hand-delivered, for example, in
an electronic cartridge, the delivery window will be
longer to allow for physical travel, but this does not
give the adversary much more time for computation.
Attacks that take many hours would be of no use here.

Second, the adversary may forgo cracking the au-
thentication keys and attempt a trial-and-error attack,
hoping to deliver an acceptable forgery before the au-
thentic data is transmitted. Alternately, the trial-and-
error strategy could be forced on a man-in-the-middle
attack when a complete crack of the authentication
keys is impossible. In either case, if even one bit of
authentication information is wrong, the attack can be
detected. All modern voting systems offer alternative
channels that can be used when an attack is discov-
ered, so trial-and-error is unlikely to pay off. In short,
very weak authentication is sufficient if the attacker
gets only one shot at a trial-and-error attack.

5 Is Pseudo-Random Random?

One critical requirement for any voting system used
in the United States is that it protect the secrecy of
the voter’s ballot. The order in which voters enter
a particular voting booth is no secret, any observer
can record this. The ballots themselves are also only
weakly guarded. In case of a recount, they may well
become public record, as in Florida 2000. What must
be broken is the link between voters and their ballots.

One way to break this link is to store the ballots
in random order inside the voting machine. Unfortu-
nately, what a naive programmer may believe to be
random may be merely pseudorandom and quite pre-
dictable, to a cryptanalyst. Unfortunately, this fact is
lost on many who advertise their services as security
professionals.

For the I-Mark/Global/Diebold AccuTouch system,
for example, a well-known and very weak linear con-
gruential random number generator was used [2]. Un-
fortunately, when Compuware Corporation evaluated
this same system, they concluded that this generator
posed no risks [3]. Curiously, they did note that the
pseudorandom number generators used for this pur-
pose by ES&S and Sequoia were seeded from the real-
time clock, showing some awareness of the limits of
randomness.

Unfortunately, a brute-force exhaustive search
through all possible 32-bit seeds is remarkably fast
on a modern computer. Furthermore, the sample size,
typically around 100 ballots per voting machine, is
large enough that an exhaustive search may well be
sufficient to reveal the seed that put the ballots into
particular slots within the ballot box. As a result, sim-
ply seeding a weak pseudorandom number generator
from the time of day clock may offer no real privacy.

Clearly, the strength and seeding of the pseudoran-
dom number generators used for ballot storage should
have been investigated by Compuware. It is not safe to
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rely on the random number package that comes with
whatever system or language is being used, nor to rely
on default seeding of these generators. The only ac-
ceptable alternative to a carefully seeded cryptograph-
ically secure pseudorandom number generator is the
use of additional carefully selected sources of random-
ness to bolster a weak generator.

6 Do We Need Public Keys?

Is symmetric key cryptography safe for use with vot-
ing machines, or do we need to build a public key in-
frastructure for elections? The central issue here is
one of secure key distribution, and the answer rests on
an understanding of how voting systems are used.

A typical jurisdiction has an elections office that
includes a secure warehouse where all of the voting
machines are stored between elections and where the
election management system runs. Prior to the elec-
tion, the election management system is used to pre-
pare ballot information for each precinct and load this
into the voting machines.

Some voting systems are loaded by physically con-
necting them to the election management system, one
at a time in the secure warehouse. Others are loaded
using PCMCIA cards or compact flash cards that are
sealed into the system in the warehouse. Yet others
are loaded at the polling place immediately before the
polls open, using portable media hand delivered to
precinct election officials.

So long as the voting systems are prepped for the
election in the secure premises of the election ware-
house and then securely delivered to the polling place,
or so long as portable media are held in trustworthy
hands, cryptographic keys can be delivered to the vot-
ing system through this route and there should be no
need for more complex cryptographic models.

There are two thorny issues that must be addressed
before accepting this argument. First, the custody is-
sue must be addressed seriously. If authentication or
cryptographic keys are loaded in a voting machine and
then it is left unattended in an insecure location, some-
one might open the machine up and extract this infor-
mation. Clearly, physical security is not obsolete.

The second concern is rising pressure from county
election managers for faster ways to prepare machines
for election day. This leads, naturally, to proposals for
remote-control initialization and testing of voting ma-
chines using wireless technology. The security prob-
lems this could create verge on nightmarish, yet some
vendors are proposing that their next-generation vot-
ing systems will operate this way.

7 Anti-Virus Tools?

It is clear that voting systems must be protected from
viruses, and this is required by Section 6.4.2 of current
voting system standards [6]. What is not so obvious is
that protection from viruses or other malware injected
into the system via network ports or removable media
need not rest on the use of anti-virus software. Unfor-
tunately, this has not been understood by many well-
meaning security evaluators. For example, one asses-
sor asked that Miami-Dade County install anti-virus
software on the ES&S iVotronic voting machine [7].

The iVotronic does not run a commodity operating
system, nor does it use data formats that are known
vectors for virus distribution, although it does use an
industry-standard data format for compact flash card
directories. As such, no commercial anti-virus soft-
ware is applicable and it is quite possible that the sys-
tem is inherently virus-proof. Furthermore, anti-virus
software can only detect known viruses, which is to
say, it can only defend against second and third at-
tacks, after the discovery of an initial successful at-
tack.
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Certainly, assessment of the security of voting sys-
tems against viruses and similar attacks is appropriate,
but simply checking that the latest anti-virus tools are
installed is not enough. Instead, the relevant questions
are: Are the communication protocols used by this
system inherently free of virus delivery mechanisms,
and are they correctly implemented, for example, free
of buffer overflow vulnerabilities?

If it can be shown that a communications channel
cannot deliver data that will serve as input to an in-
terpreter or be read as machine code, then that chan-
nel cannot be used to inject viruses or other malware
into the system. This is the question that must be as-
sessed on most embedded systems, and in general, the
security offered by systems that meet this standard is
higher than can possibly be met by installing and reg-
ularly updating anti-virus software. In fact, routine
installation of antivirus software offers a path for Tro-
jan horse attacks via that software, so it poses security
risks of its own.

8 Conclusion

Unfortunately, these stories show that not only voting
system vendors but also a significant number of voting
system evaluators have seriously misunderstood the
security requirements for voting systems. The pres-
ence of inept security in voting systems reflects badly
on the vendors and on the level of sophistication of
their customers, but after the publication of Analysis
of an Electronic Voting System [2], this is not news.

What is more distressing is the extent to which the
security evaluations that have been done for voting
systems expose flaws in the knowledge of security
professionals. It may not be too much of an exag-
geration to state that many of today’s security pro-
fessionals have focused so much on conventional data
processing applications using Microsoft Windows in a
corporate setting that they are very poorly adapted to

examining the security of novel applications outside
the Windows domain or outside the commercial data
processing domain.
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Abstract

A new kind of receipt sets a far higher standard of se-
curity by letting voters verify correctness of the elec-
tion outcome – even if all election computers and
records were to be compromised. The system pre-
serves ballot secrecy, while improving access for vot-
ers, robustness, and adjudication, all at lower cost.

1 Introduction

Current electronic voting machines at polling places
don’t give receipts. Rather, they require prospective
voters to trust them – without proof or confirming evi-
dence – to correctly record each vote and include it in
the final tally. Receipts could assure voters that their
intended votes are counted. However, receipts have so
far not been allowed because of the secret ballot prin-
ciple, which forbids voters from taking anything out
of the polling place that could be used to show oth-
ers how they voted. The reason for this is to prevent
schemes that could improperly influence voters, such
as vote selling and various forms of coercion.

Introduced here is a fundamentally new kind of re-
ceipt. In the voting booth, the voter can see his or her
choices clearly printed on the receipt. After taking it
out of the booth, the voter can use it to ensure that

the votes it contains are included correctly in the final
tally. But, because the choices are safely encrypted
before it is removed from the booth, the receipt can-
not be used to show others how the voter voted.

The receipt system can be proven mathematically
to ensure election integrity against whatever misbe-
having machines or people might do to surreptitiously
change votes. This level of integrity should enhance
voter satisfaction and confidence and positively im-
pact participation.

The system also eliminates the need for trusted vot-
ing machines, which typically use proprietary “black
box” technologies. It can run with published code on
standard PCs, allowing significantly lower cost. The
receipts also improve robustness, currently achieved
by costly proprietary hardware redundancy in storing
and transporting votes, not only because failures can
be detected at the polls in time to prevent lost votes,
but also because the votes that receipts contain can
be counted no matter what happens to the machines.
Moreover, open-platform hardware, instead of need-
ing to be stored in special warehouses most of the
time, could even be used for various purposes year-
round, for example in schools and libraries.

The inability of the current approach to reconcile
secrecy and security needs has also led to function-
ality problems. The new US Federal requirement for
provisional ballots – ballots cast by individuals whose
names don’t appear on the registration list – means
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separate handling and counting, singling provisional
ballots out for reduced privacy protection. Just as the
system presented here can seamlessly include all such
votes, it can lift the requirement that voters vote from
their home precinct, ensuring access while improving
convenience and turnout. (It even makes interjuris-
diction voting workable.) Courts can also surgically
add or remove the votes of particular fine-grained cat-
egories of voters; their inability to do so today forces
them to either call revotes, throw out all ballots, or de-
termine winners themselves.

1.1 Voting with the new approach

After being admitted to the voting booth, you vote
using a so-called “touchscreen”, as is becoming in-
creasingly common. When all the candidates for an
office are listed on the touchscreen, you vote for one
by touching his or her name. That name is then high-
lighted while the other choices are dimmed.

With the new approach, the highlighted name you
touched also appears by itself in large letters on a sep-
arate “printer/viewer” screen. You notice it in your
peripheral vision and can easily see that it’s display-
ing the same name you chose, thereby confirming your
choice.

You can also choose to undo a vote, by touching
once again the highlighted choice on the touchscreen,
causing all the candidates to return to the original un-
dimmed state. The canceling of votes is also con-
firmed on the printer/viewer screen, shown as the orig-
inal vote clearly lined out.

Votes other than for a single candidate are also
similarly handled, such as those for ballot questions,
straight-party voting, prioritized and weighted votes,
party symbols, and even write-in’s input through dis-
played keyboards or even pen tablets. Once you make
whatever kind of choice, a confirming summary image
of it is displayed on the printer/viewer screen.

When you are done making your selections, you
touch and confirm the “cast ballot” button. At this
point two small rolls of paper appear lighted at the
front of the printer/viewer, each behind its own trans-
parent door. (The mechanics of the doors is such that
opening either, like with a vending machine, locks the
other door, preventing voters from opening both.) You
are instructed to take one – either one of your own free
choice. The paper roll you choose to take is your re-
ceipt.

(If you look inside the printer/viewer, through the
clear window provided, you would see an ordinary
thermal receipt printer that prints a pattern in three
strips along the length of the paper and projection
lenses superimposing images of the three strips onto
the rear of the printer/viewer’s projection screen. Af-
ter projection, the strips of printing are separated by
being physically slit apart. Two of the three strips are
then rolled and held behind the transparent doors.)

1.2 Your receipt

Unrolling your receipt, you see it is an unreadable and
seemingly random pattern of tiny squares. In fact, nei-
ther of the two rolls you were offered is readable on its
own – the superimposition of the two, however, cre-
ated a readable image when projected on the screen.
The patterns on the two rolls can be thought of as “lay-
ers”, as they are overlaid in viewing. (The third strip,
to be explained later, is a final layer that serves only to
make the images easier to read.) Your receipt then is
one of two safely encrypted layers of the vote you saw
in the booth on the printer/viewer.

The voting machine in the booth keeps an electronic
version of this same final receipt until it sends it in
for posting on the official election Web site. The bits
representing the other layer, printed on the roll you
did not take, are erased electronically. Thus, the only
information about your vote that is retained is that
printed on the physical layer you keep as your receipt
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and, in the machine, a digital version of that same im-
age. The roll you did not take (the third strip, which
cannot be taken by voters) is kept just long enough to
ensure it isn’t needed to recover from a loss of digital
data, before it’s shredded.

1.3 Checking the vote

You can safely show your receipt to anyone, includ-
ing political, governmental, public interest, or media
organizations. Outside the polling place, for exam-
ple, a group such as the League of Women Voters
might offer to check your receipt. They simply scan
it with a hand-held scanner and let you know immedi-
ately that it’s authentic and correct (by subjecting the
receipt’s printed image and its coded data to a con-
sistency check and later ensuring that it’s correctly
posted online when it should be, all as detailed later).
An invalid receipt would irrefutably indicate incorrect
operation of election equipment, although a second
scanner could readily dispel a false alarm.

When the polls close, the polling place sends only
the digital form of the receipts (not the erased layers or
cleartext votes), electronically or by transport of, say,
a CD.

1.4 Election Web site

If you wish, you can find the page on the official elec-
tion Web site that includes your receipt by entering
the receipt’s serial number. You could then check that
your vote was posted correctly – for example, by print-
ing the posted receipt and matching it with your origi-
nal receipt to check that they are identical. (You need
not run consistency-checking software, because any-
one can do this for all posted receipts, as discussed
later.) You could also provide the original or its image
by fax or photocopy to others for checking.

At some point after the polls close, the definitive set
of receipts to be counted – the receipt batch – is posted
on the Web site along with attesting signatures. The
election’s final output – the tally batch – is similarly
posted. It contains the same number of items as the
receipt batch, but each is a readable plaintext image of
the ballot exactly as the voter saw it in the booth. (Us-
ing simple software, anyone can compute the totals
from the tally images.) To protect privacy and bal-
lot secrecy, the tally batches are in a random order,
thereby hiding the correspondence between receipts
and ballot images. To ensure that a one-to-one corre-
spondence does in fact exist between the batches – that
is, that no ballots were inserted, deleted, or changed –
the system uses a kind of audit of a chain of intermedi-
ate batches between the receipt batch and tally batch.

After creating and publishing the intermediate
batches, the system decrypts randomly chosen sam-
ples from them. These samples are chosen so as not
to reveal enough to compromise privacy. They reveal
enough, however, that checking them against the pub-
lished batches effectively thereby checks that the cor-
rect one-to-one correspondence holds. Anyone can do
this checking by running a simple, open-source pro-
gram that they can download from any of multiple
suppliers or even write themselves. The program can
also check the consistency of each receipt batch entry.
Such a suite of checks can convince anyone that the
receipt batch correctly yielded the tally batch.

2 Receipt system

The system, a sketch of which is introduced in this
section, is detailed in the Appendix 1 “More For-
mally”, which in turn serves as a basis for Appendix 2
“Proof Sketch”.
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2.1 Properties

The receipt system ensures that several properties are
met.

First, if your receipt is correctly posted, you can be
sure (with acceptable probability) that your vote will
be included correctly in the tally. A receipt that isn’t
properly posted is physical evidence of a failure of the
election system, and a refusal by officials to post it is
an irrefutable admission of a breakdown in the elec-
tion process.

In addition, no one can decode your receipt or oth-
erwise link it to your vote except by breaking the code
or decrypting it using all the secret keys, each of which
is held by a different trustee.

Even if all the election computers were compro-
mised and running colluding malicious software (even
having access to unlimited computing power), there
are only three ways that a system could change a
voter’s correctly posted ballot without detection:

• It could print an incorrect layer, gambling that the
voter will choose the other layer.

• It could use the same serial number for two dif-
ferent receipts, hoping the two voters choose the
same layer.

• It could perform a tally process step incorrectly,
taking the chance that the step will escape selec-
tion during audit.

For each ballot and with either approach, the chance
that it would go undetected is one half. Thus, the
chance that two ballots could be changed without de-
tection of at least one is only a quarter, three bal-
lots without a single detection an eighth, and so on.
Changes in just 10 ballots will avoid any detection
fewer than one in 1,000 times, and changes in 20 bal-
lots will avoid detection fewer than one in 1,000,000
times.

In practice, many voters will not check that their
receipts are posted or even have others check them.
For example, in a large election if just 10 receipts are
changed and only 5 percent of receipts are checked at
random, the chance of detections is 50 percent. But
in close elections in which a small number of bal-
lots matter, a sufficiently high percentage of ballots
would presumably be checked at least after the results
were published. For example, if 100 votes would have
changed the outcome in a large election, 5 percent of
receipts checked would be enough to catch cheating
all but one in 1,000 times.

2.2 Receipt encoding

What makes the optically combined layers readable
and each of the two layers apparently random when
separate is the mutual relationship of the patterns.
The printing on both layers is divided into a grid of
squares, or pixel locations. Each pixel location is ei-
ther printed with the single color, or it is not printed,
something like a random crossword puzzle without
any text.

The earlier proposed and more intuitive superim-
posed printing uses two clear plastic sheets, each sepa-
rately printed. Viewing the superimposition of the lay-
ers is simply achieved by overlaying the sheets one on
top of the other and viewing through the combination.
(This technique could be used by the printer/viewer
in the booth, but printing on paper and using projec-
tion lenses as detailed later turns out to be more prac-
tical.) The single color of ink is used for printing on
the sheets is translucent light gray. In a pixel location
where both layers are printed, what you see looking
through the laminate is then dark gray, because you’re
looking through two light gray zones; when both are
unprinted, you’re looking through clear plastic. But
only when one layer is printed and the other is clear,
is the result medium gray – the same medium gray no
matter which of the two layers is on top. See Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The letter “e” from two transparent layers.
What the two layers on the left look like overlaid is
shown on the right. Printing is 50% black ink, al-
lowing half the light through and appearing light gray.
There are four cases: (a) two light gray pixel values
combine to a dark gray; (b) a light gray on the left
and a clear on the other result in light gray; (c) clear
on both layers results in clear; and (d) clear and light
gray results in light gray.

This technique can be used to encode information
on one plastic sheet so that only someone with a sec-
ond correspondingly coded such sheet can read it, the
application that Moni Naor and Adi Shamir first pro-
posed a related technique for [1].1 It’s helpful to as-
sociate names with the two sheets: I’ll call the first
“white” and the second “red” (but these colors have
no more graphic significance than that you might tint
the two translucent sheets to distinguish them). Each
sheet is divided into a grid of pixel locations, and each
pixel location is either printed light gray or unprinted
clear. When the two sheets are laminated together, the
grids line up exactly: each pixel location on one sheet
has a paired pixel location at the same coordinates on
the other sheet so the two are exactly one on top of the
other.

Most current printing technologies print ordinary
text by creating a grid of pixel locations in which some

are printed with black ink while others get no ink. In
the simple overlay system, the resulting image will
look like medium gray letters on a background com-
posed of randomly scattered dark gray pixels and clear
pixels. (The third layer to be described, whether on
clear plastic or paper, gets rid of the speckled back-
ground and can even give a color to the text.)

Consider how you can make two plastic sheets that
yield text like this when laminated that cannot be de-
ciphered from either sheet alone. For each pixel lo-
cation, there are exactly two “pixel values” to work
with: printed and unprinted. First you choose, totally
at random, the pixel value for each pixel location on
the white sheet. Thus you create the white sheet by
inking some pixel locations and not others. Now to en-
code your message in the laminate, you simply choose
the pixel values of the red sheet accordingly: If you
want medium gray to make up text at a pixel location
when laminated, you choose the pixel value for the red
sheet so that it differs from that of the white sheet at
that location; for a background location, you choose
the red pixel value to be the same as the white pixel
value.

When the receipt layers are laminated, the voter’s
choices would thus be printed in medium gray on a
speckled background (though preferably made neater
by the third layer). This ballot image is the visible
plaintext summary of the vote accepted by the voter.

Because the vote needs to be encoded in each layer,
both layers need some red pixels (an all white layer
is random and thus contains nothing of the vote). In-
terchanging two paired pixel values leaves the lami-
nate visually unchanged, since the light still has to go
through the same pixel values, just in a different order.
So pairs in half of the pixel locations are swapped,
which leaves the laminate outwardly appearing the
same. The choice of which half of the pixel locations
to swap and which to leave unchanged can be like the
alternating pattern of a checkerboard. Each layer thus
becomes, in terms of the way the pixel values are gen-
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erated, a red and white checkerboard and because the
text is large compared to the pixels, enough informa-
tion about the vote is in each layer.

The system in effect uses the one-time pad coding
technique to encrypt the ballot image. Claude Shan-
non proved this technique to be unbreakable, assum-
ing the key is random [2]. The keys used – the values
in the white pixel locations – aren’t random but are be-
lieved to be indistinguishable in practice from random
except to the set of trustees, who collectively guard
ballot secrecy. Thus, if you have only your receipt
layer and are staring at a particular white pixel on it,
you learn nothing. Similarly, a red pixel value only
tells you that the lamination would have been clear or
dark gray if the paired white pixel matched the red
pixel and medium gray if it didn’t. But knowing noth-
ing about which white pixel value was paired means
you can’t infer anything more about whether the com-
bination was light gray or not.

The correction layer with transparent overlays sim-
ply cancels out the differences in the background and
tints the text. Thus, where there is a double unprinted
pixel, the correction layer has a medium gray print-
ing (matching the appearance of two light gray layers);
where there is a double light gray pixel, the correction
layer is clear. And where there is text, the correction
layer is, say, a translucent color.

When paper printing and projection lenses are used,
the printing is black for the two potential receipt strips.
The correction strip also has black printing but colored
printing for the text (some thermal printers use lower
heat to create a color on special paper and black for
a higher heat). Since the correction layer is illumi-
nated twice as brightly as the other two, a white on it
contributes as much light to the screen as a white on
each of them separately. Thus, the correction layer in
addition to contributing color to the text, turns double
black background locations into the same luminance
as double white background locations. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The letter “e” by superimposed projection
from paper. The three paper strips are shown on the
left and what they look like projected on the same
screen is shown on the right. Printing is black ex-
cept on the third strip, which receives twice as much
light (indicated by “*”) as the other two and addi-
tionally uses red colored ink. Again there are four
cases: (a) black on the left and middle strip is turned
to gray by double illuminated white 50% R,G&B on
the third strip (b) black and white combine with dou-
ble red yielding pink 75%R and 50%G&B; (c) two
whites also make 50% R,G&B gray; and (d) same as
(b) with order swapped.

Receipts should encode the votes exactly as the
voter sees them. It’s technically possible, however,
that the still laminated printout shows one set of
choices, but the receipt layer the voter takes encodes
other choices. This could occur only if just one layer
was invalid. If both layers are invalid, whichever layer
the voter takes will fail checking and provide evidence
of cheating by the system. If only one layer is invalid,
and the voter doesn’t select it, it won’t be checked,
just shredded. However, essential to security, as men-
tioned earlier, is that the voter chooses which layer to
take only after the printer finishes printing the votes.
Thus, a single invalid layer has essentially a 50-50
chance of being selected by the voter and caught.
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3 Tabulating process

When the polls close, election officials and/or the
courts should resolve any contested or provisional vot-
ing and then electronically post the receipts to be in-
cluded in the tabulating process as the official defini-
tive receipt batch. (A preliminary tally formed before
contested and provisional ballots are included can, to
protect the privacy of the provisional/contested votes,
omit a random selection of ballots that will be in-
cluded in the final tally.)

The tabulating process starts with an undisputed re-
ceipt batch and produces a final tally batch of ballot
images. The first trustee produces the first interme-
diate batch from the receipt batch. The next trustee
forms the second intermediate batch from the first in-
termediate batch, and so forth, until the last trustee
forms the tally batch from the last intermediate batch.
Figure 3 diagrams this process.

Trustees change the coding and the order of items
from each batch in the chain to the next, thus ensuring
privacy. Requiring each trustee to release some ran-
dom link samples, establishing that items have been
correctly transferred from batch to batch, ensures in-
tegrity.

3.1 Russian nesting dolls

A Russian nesting doll analogy can illustrate the pro-
cessing of the input batch of receipts into the tally
batch of ballot images. Each batch corresponds to a
collection of dolls, each doll to an item in the batch.
The receipt batch, for instance, is a collection of outer-
most “big” dolls, each with all its smaller dolls neatly
nested within. The next batch, the first intermedi-
ary batch, is similar to the receipt batch but without
the big dolls. This continues to the tally batch: the
tiny solid wood innermost dolls. All batches have the
same number of dolls, and within a batch the outer-
most dolls are all the same size.

The nesting dolls are like secret agents, each doll
holding a unique random code sheet in its hands. The
sheet is a grid of pixels printed using the two pixel val-
ues. Each doll is also physically locked with a combi-
nation lock that prevents access to the dolls within. A
different secret combination, known only to a single
corresponding trustee, unlocks all dolls of a particular
size.

Consider the trustee with the secret combination
for, say, the 10-inch dolls. To process an individ-
ual doll in the batch of 10-inch dolls, the trustee first
unlocks the doll using the secret combination and re-
moves its contents, a nine-inch doll. The trustee now
has two code sheets, one from the 10-inch and one
from the 9-inch doll. The trustee combines the two
sheets to produce a new code sheet as follows: for ev-
ery pixel location where light passing through is light
gray, one pixel value is printed on the new sheet; ev-
erywhere the laminate is clear or dark gray, the other
pixel value is printed. (When each of the two pixel val-
ues is considered to be a binary digit, 1 or 0, combin-
ing any number of sheets is simply adding the values
modulo two.) The trustee places the combined code
sheet in the hands of the 9-inch doll and destroys the
empty 10-inch doll along with both old code sheets.

After likewise processing all the 10-inch dolls into
9-inch dolls with new code sheets, the trustee ran-
domizes their order and outputs them as a batch. The
trustee with the secret combination for the 9-inch dolls
takes this batch as input, processes it into a batch of 8-
inch dolls, and so on.

3.2 Coded sheets

A simple way to apply this process to an election starts
by forming the sheet held by each big doll, differ-
ently, from all the sheets of the dolls nested within
it. Suppose the original doll maker faithfully chooses
sheets for all the dolls inside a big doll at random,
but makes copies of all the sheets. Instead of keeping
these copies on separate sheets, the doll maker com-
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Figure 3: Overall tabulating process. Receipts pass through trustee-operated mixes, which transform them step-
by-step into cleartext ballot images to be posted and tallied. Serial numbers and all but the red half of the
pixel values are stripped off in forming the first intermediary batch. Mixes transform by removing a layer of
encryption from each input and re-ordering the inputs in their output. (Vertical ellipses indicate batch items not
shown; horizontal ellipses indicate additional trustees. Darker ballot imagepixels are inferred from the lighter
ones using redundancy in the font.)

bines them into a single sheet for the big doll, one pair
of sheets at a time (or all at once using modulo-two ad-
dition). This is the “white” sheet for that big doll. In-
tuitively, it’s formed by an initial “adding in” of all the
inner sheets’ coding, which will be “subtracted out” in
stages as the dolls are processed.

Now suppose a voter has one of these big dolls and
wants to use it to vote with privacy. The voter de-
termines a red sheet that produces the desired ballot
image when optically combined with the doll’s white
sheet (as previously explained). The voter then shreds
the white sheet and gives the doll the red sheet to hold,
placing the doll in the initial batch of big dolls. After
processing by all the trustees, the final output batch
contains the tiny solid wood dolls in random order,
each holding a sheet that reveals a ballot image (which
is easily seen by laminating with a sheet containing the
same pixel value copied everywhere). All of the code
sheets combined in the white sheet that influenced the
red sheet have now been subtracted out.

To provide integrity, the system must be able to
catch any trustee attempting to improperly change
dolls or their sheets during processing. The solution
entails requiring trustees to release complete and de-
tailed audit trails of the processing (as videotapes, for
example), but only for select dolls.

To allow trustees to release half of the complete
set of tapes without compromising ballot secrecy, they
each take on the role of processing more than one of
the batches, say, two successive batches of the chain.
This prevents tracing any tiny doll back to a big doll,
even by a collusion of all but one trustee. After pro-
cessing, a public lottery draw selects half the dolls in
the trustees’ first input batch, and the trustee releases
their videos. Videos of these dolls’ second processing
wouldn’t be revealed (because that would allow link-
ing), but the second-batch videos of the other dolls are
revealed. Figure 4 shows an example processing of
two such batches by a trustee.
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Batch Batch Batch

Figure 4: Batch processing by a single trustee. Trian-
gles show the result of the draw and broken lines show
links whose details are accordingly released in audit.

Exact tracing is thus prevented because trustees re-
lease only one video per doll for the two adjacent
batches. Still, each time a trustee improperly forms
a batch item there is a 50-percent chance of it being
selected for release, so the odds of being caught stack
up just as fast as with cheating by introducing a bad
printed layer.

3.3 Encryption

Returning to the receipt system, the analogy’s red and
white sheets correspond, of course, to a ballot’s red
and white pixels (although without checkerboarding).
The analog of a locked wooden doll is public-key en-
cryption, in which anyone can encrypt a message us-
ing a published public key, but only the holder of the
corresponding private key, the trustee, can decrypt it.
Thus any voting machine can in effect be a doll maker
and successively form the layers of a digital doll using
published keys, but only trustees can strip off the re-
spective layers. (Various known redundancy and key-
sharing techniques can optionally provide resiliency
in case some trustees don’t participate.) With encryp-

tion as the mechanism, instead of a videotape, in effect
only the code sheet originally held by the output doll
must be released. (It’s easy to check that applying the
public key to the combination of this original sheet
and the output doll results in the input doll.)

The initial printout in the voting booth actually uses
two dolls. One of these is checked completely by be-
ing reconstructed from values printed on the last inch
of the receipt and then not used further. The other
doll and its checkerboard half of the red pixels cre-
ate a “duo” that travels together through the chain of
batches in the tally process. Such duos make up all
batches. Trustees process each batch by removing a
layer of encryption from the duo’s doll and applying
the revealed digital sheet to the duos pixels. By the
time the duo reaches the tally batch, nothing is left of
the dolls, and the pixels have become a readable plain-
text ballot image.

(Dolls including error correction are printed on the
layers in prescribed regions between lines of text.
Since they should be identical on both layers, they
should create uniform background around the votes
whose absence would be easily noticeable to voters
– ensuring that each layer has identical copies of both
dolls.)

4 What codes to use?

Digital signaturesare printed in the barcode on the
last inch of the receipt layer. Such signatures have
legal standing in many countries, and are considered
irrefutable proof of the signed message’s origin. A
verifier outside the polling place can scan your receipt
to immediately check, among other things, that it’s
valid, that an authorized voting station generated it,
and that it correctly covers all the data printed. If the
signature doesn’t pass, the physical receipt is imme-
diate evidence of system failure. If the receipt does
check, however, it cannot be credibly denied a place
in the definitive receipt batch.
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Cryptographic techniques are classified as either
unconditionally secureor computationally secure.
The former, like the one-time pad with random key,
cannot be broken, even if an adversary were to ap-
ply infinite computing power. The receipt system uses
such unconditionally secure techniques to ensure, ex-
cept with the probabilities of detection enforced, that
integrity is not compromised.

Most cryptography in practice, however, is com-
putationally secure – that is, in principle it is break-
able if enough computing power is applied. No crim-
inal has likely been able to make such computations
using resources available today (because many sys-
tems, including international high-value wire transfer,
that rely on such codes are still in place). Such stan-
dard cryptographic building blocks, which are also
like those used widely by browsers when accessing se-
cure Web sites, are enough (along with addition mod-
ulo two) to build the systems described here.

The receipt system uses computationally secure en-
cryption to form the layers, which ultimately encrypt
the data in receipts and batches, and thus protect pri-
vacy and ballot secrecy. After voting, the codes pro-
tecting receipts and posted batches, which are only
readily linkable to ballot numbers and not people
(apart from perhaps the case of provisional ballots),
can easily be as good as those protecting compara-
ble and much more identifiable, sensitive, and detailed
data traveling on networks today.

Technical provision of privacy in voting is limited,
however. Current surveillance technology means the
confidentiality of what transpires in voting booths can-
not in practice be held to any absolute standard. For
example,

• Most US voter party affiliations are a matter of
public record.

• The more a device helps a voter the harder it is
to keep it from learning who they vote for (al-
though, as in the system proposed here, devices
need not be able to retain data between votes).

• Even the “gold standard” of voting systems –
manual paper ballots – is subject to marking or
ballot number recording and automatically cap-
tures fingerprints.

• Theoretical limits generally force a choice in
cryptographic systems between unconditional in-
tegrity and unconditional privacy.

Thus the system presented here is arguably optimal. It
protects privacy computationally according to current
best practices by encrypting votes in receipts and pub-
lished batches. And it protects the tally’s integrity un-
conditionally by enforcing sufficient probabilities of
detecting tampering.

This new type of receipt system reduces the cost of
integrity while raising its level dramatically and mak-
ing its assurance open to all interested parties. Ro-
bustness is similarly more cost-effective and raised to
a level where it too can be ensured by voters (assum-
ing they can access a functioning booth) through their
receipts. Privacy and secret-ballot protections can eas-
ily meet current best practices and are arguably prac-
tically optimal. Improved functionality of the system
facilitates accessibility and higher turnout, as well as
needed improvements in adjudication. Perhaps most
fundamentally, it can do a great deal to repair and im-
prove voter confidence.

The hardware costs of these systems can be lower
than current black box systems, which the govern-
ment buys at many times the price of open-platform
PCs. The cost of suitable printers in volume should
be considerably less than the hardware cost saving.
This doesn’t even include savings in maintenance, up-
grade flexibility, multiple uses, and reductions in out-
moded security provisions. In fact, because of the
provable integrity, federal dollars could be very well
spent sponsoring development of such systems and
making them available.

The Help America Vote Act was intended to fund
the introduction of computers into almost all voting
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booths in the US, and the systems that are deployed
through this unprecedented funding will likely be in
place for a long time. (There is also, for instance, a
movement to automate Latin-American voting using
the Brazilian model, which also includes computers
in voting booths.) A growing grassroots movement is
pushing to allow voters to see a printed summary of
their vote, which is retained for possible recount. So
far such summaries have not been shown to be effec-
tive or workable in general and have been replaced in
Brazil. It does, however, indicate a growing level of
public concern, and the two printing approaches could
even be combined. The sad truth, however, is that the
process of deciding which types of systems to deploy
has so far been for the most part closed and informed
neither by explicit performance requirements nor gen-
erally accepted security practices.

The receipt system presented here offers a new level
of integrity, access, robustness, and adjudication, all
at lower cost, that make it a compelling way to secure
polling-place elections – and it should be the only way
acceptable now
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Appendix: A more formal treatment

A complete system can be described somewhat more
abstractly and formally, much as a typical crypto-
graphic protocol: in terms first of what messages
should be exchanged in what order, and then how the
parties are to check what they receive. The receipt
system has two separate phases: a voting phase and a
tally phase.
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Voting phase
The voting phase comprises a number of instances,
each of which has up to six successive steps:

1. The prospective voter supplies a ballot imageB.

2. The system responds by providing two 4-tuples:
〈Lz, q, Dt, Db〉, (L is layer,q is serial number,D
is doll, andz is eithert for top layer orb for bot-
tom layer.) Each 4-tuple is printed on a separate
layer.

3. The voter verifies (using the printing’s optical
properties) thatLt ⊕ Lb = B and that the last
three components of the 4-tuple are identical on
both layers.

4. The voter either aborts, and is assumed to do so
if the optical verification fails, or selects the top
layerx = t or the bottom layerx = b.

5. The system makes two digital signa-
tures and provides them as 2-tuple
〈sx(q), ox(Lx, q, Dt, Db, sx(q)〉 (“s” is seed
and “o” is overall)

6. The voter (or a designate) performs a consistency
check to ensure that the digital signatures of the
2-tuple check, using agreed public inverses of
the system’s private signature functionssx and
ox, with the unsigned version of the correspond-
ing values of the selected 4-tuple (as printed) on
the selected layer, and thatsx(q) correctly deter-
minesDx and the half of the elements ofLx that
it should determine.

More particularly, let the relationships between the
elements of the 4-tuples and the 2-tuple be as follows:
The red bitsRz and white bitsW z (both m by n/2
wheren is even) determine them by n binary matri-
cesLz in a way that depends on whetherz = t or z =
b : Lt

i,2j−(i mod 2) = Rt
i,j , Lt

i,2j−(i+1 mod 2) = W t
i,j ,

Lb
i,2j−(i+1 mod 2) = Rb

i,j , Lb
i,2j−(i mod 2) = W b

i,j ,

where1 ≤ i ≤ m and1 ≤ j ≤ n/2.The ballot im-
age and the paired white bits of the opposite layery
determine the red bits:Rx ⊕ W y = Bx.

The cryptographic pseudo-random sequence func-
tions h andh′ (whose composition yields binary se-
quences of lengthmn/2) determine the white bits
from the signature on the serial number as follows:
W z

i,j = (dz
k ⊕dz

k−1⊕· · ·⊕dz
1)(mj−m)+i, wheredz

l ′ =
h(sz(q), l) and dz

l = h′(d′zl ). The d′zl also forms
the “dolls” using the public-key encryption function
el, whose inverse is known to one of the trustees:
Dz

l = el(d
′z
l · · · e2(d

′z
2 , (e1(d

′z
1 )), where1 ≤ l ≤ k

and, for convenience,Dz = Dz
k. (Separateh andh′

are for improved efficiency with large ballots.)

Tally phase
The tally phase takes its input batch from the outputs
of an agreed-on subset of voting instances reaching
step 6. For each such instance, only half ofLx and
all of Dy are included in the tally input batch, consist-
ing of the duoBx

k = Rx, Dy = Dy
k, which can be

written asBk, Dk. A series ofk mix operations [3]
transforms each such duo into a corresponding ballot
imageBz. Thelth mix transforms each duoBl, Dl in
its input batch into a correspondingBl−1, Dl−1 duo in
its lexicographically ordered output batch by decrypt-
ing Dl using its secret decryption key corresponding
to el, extractingd′l from the resulting plaintext, apply-
ing h′, and finally applyingBl−1 = dl ⊕ Bl. Thekth
mix performs the same operation on each duo, and be-
causeD0 is empty, the result isB0 = Bz.

Prior arrangement partitions thek mixes into con-
tiguous sequences of four among a set ofk/4 trustees,
wherek is divisible by four. For simplicity, assume
that the input batch size is also divisible by four. When
the mixing is complete, half the tuples in each batch
are selected for opening. The work of Markus Jakobs-
son, Ari Juels, and Ronald Rivest [4] inspired this ap-
proach. A random public draw, such as that used for
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state lotteries, ensures that these choices are indepen-
dent and uniformly distributed. The tuples selected
for opening depend on the order in each trustee’s four
mixes:

• In the first mix, half of all tuples are opened.

• In the second, the tuples not pointed to by those
opened in the first mix are opened.

• In the third, half the tuples pointed to by those
opened in the second mix and half the tuples not
pointed to are opened.

• For the fourth mix, as with the second, those
tuples not pointed to by the previous mix are
opened.

Figure 5 illustrates this process.

Permuted viewNatural view

Figure 5: A trustee’s four mixes of eight pairs. Tuples
are opened according to the order of these mixes.

A few extensions are worth noting at this point. For
improved privacy, multiple doll pairs allow separate
ballot images per contest and/or question. Also, to
prevent a voter’s choice of layer, which is revealed to
the poll workers, from determining the ballot image
type, and to prevent bias in voter preference for par-
ticular layers, the dolls can determine a mapping be-
tween the physical layers and a pair of symbols that
the voter chooses between. The symbols are printed
before layer selection in a way that hides them until
after the layers are separated.

Proof Sketches

The properties asserted informally in the text can be
abstracted and stated more precisely in terms of the
more formal description provided. Without implying
any particular level of rigor, explanations for these
statements can be illustrated in terms of the familiar
format of theorems and proof sketches.

Theorem 1 If, for a selected and an unselected 4-
tuple from an instance of step 2 in the voting process,
the selected 4-tuple satisfies the consistency check in
step 6 and there is a 2-tuple that would satisfy such a
check with the unselected 4-tuple, the doll of the un-
selected layer, as printed on the selected layer, is cor-
rectly formed and determines all white pixels printed
on the unselected layer (relative to which the voter
sees the vote in the receipt’s red bits).

Proof (sketch): The serial numberq and the doll
Dy are printed on both layers identically, as the voter
verifies in step 3. The dollDy in the unselected layer’s
2-tuple is correctly determined byq, according to the
functionssy, h, ande, because the unselected 4-tuple
would satisfy the consistency check in the hypotheti-
cal step 6. Similarly,q correctly determines the white
bits W y according tosy, h, and h′ that the voter
checks in the hypothetical step 6 as being correctly
printed on the unselected layer. Because the encryp-
tion e is bijective, Dy determines thed′yi , which deter-
minesW y. Thus, theDy printed on the receipt deter-
mines theW y printed on the unselected layer.

Theorem 2 Any properly formed, selected layer
and its resulting processing reveal the ballot images
only in encrypted form until they appear in the tally
batch.

Proof (sketch): Of the se-
lected layer’s six components
〈Lx, q, Dt, Db, sx(q), ox(Lx, q, Dt, Db, sz(q))〉,
only the first depends on the ballot imageB. TheLx

bits are partitioned among theRx bits that depend
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on B, and theW x that don’t. TheW x
i are each

encrypted byei and can therefore be ignored. Each
Bl, 1 ≤ l ≤ k, appears in its respective input batch
summed modulo 2 with eachdp, l ≤ p < k. Thus,
each time anyB appears in an input batch it appears
⊕ed with a distinct pseudorandom value that only
appears in all following sums. The resulting set of
linear equations thus cannot be solved for anyB.

Theorem 3 For any trustee’s mixes, a duo’s pre-
scribed opening doesn’t reveal a restriction on the cor-
respondence between any individual input and output.

Proof (sketch): It’s easy to see that the restriction
imposed by an odd-numbered batch followed by an
even-numbered batch – a doubleton of batches – re-
quires that each of the two known halves of the in-
puts results in a respective known half of the outputs.
(Note, however, that this could reveal something about
an individual input and output, such as whether the in-
put could correspond to a particular unique output.)
A next doubleton that exactly splits each output parti-
tion of its predecessor across its own input partitions
enforces the restriction that exactly half the members
of an input partition are in each output partition, but
leaves any particular input to the two doubletons free
to be any particular output.

Theorem 4 The probability that a trustee that im-
properly formsu distinct duos in any of its output
batches will be detected in at least one duo is1− 2−u.

Proof (sketch): The random draw selects the duos
to be opened in a trustee’s first batch independently of
the trustee’s control; an opened duo is either correct or
not. The probability of detection is thus 50 percent for
each improperly formed duo in the batch. Because the
opened values are all correct, the half chosen for the
next batch is selected independent of any improperly
formed duo, and so on inductively.
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